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TORKHAM: A dusty logjam of trucks inches across 
a rut in the mountains splitting Pakistan and 
Afghanistan, teeming with a cargo of fruit and coal-
and paying the Taleban authorities for the privilege 
of passage. In downtown Kabul, a patrol of account-
ants inspects a bazaar, billing shopkeepers for trad-
ing honey, hair conditioner and gas hobs under the 
snapping white flag of the country’s new rulers. 

Afghanistan is frozen deep in a second winter of 
humanitarian turmoil since the Taleban seized power 
in 2021, but cash is changing hands at a dizzying 
pace. The Taleban administration is proving adept at 
collecting tax-and seemingly without the corruption 
associated with the previous administration. 

At Torkham on the border, one trucker told AFP 
that under the old regime he would pay 25,000 
Afghani ($280) at illegal checkpoints along a 620 
kilometre (380 mile) trip to Mazar-i-Sharif. “Now 
we travel day and night, and no one asks us to pay,” 
said 30-year-old driver Najibullah. 

In late January, the World Bank reported “strong” 
revenue collection at 136 billion Afghani ($1.5 billion) 
over the first nine months of 2022 — broadly in line 
with the final full year of the US-backed regime. 

“It has been reported quite consistently that 
they’re doing quite well on revenue, and that too is 
happening when economic activity is quite subdued,” 
an official with a foreign organisation in Afghanistan 
told AFP. “It was a shock.” However, in a country 
where the United Nations says half the citizens face 
severe hunger, the figures beg many questions.  

 
At the coalface   

About 60 percent of the Taleban treasury is 
funded by customs, the World Bank says, raised at 
tumbledown checkpoints like Torkham in eastern 
Nangarhar province, where truckers trade rubber-
stamped paperwork for cash. 

Incoming freight is mostly food-oranges, potatoes 
and World Food Programme (WFP) flour-but the out-

going lane is dominated by a convoy of lavishly painted 
trucks loaded with chromite and coal. Neighbouring 
Pakistan has been hammered by the global energy cri-
sis caused by the war in Ukraine at a time when an 
economic crisis has withered its dollar reserves. 

So it brokered a deal to pay for Afghan coal in 
rupees-cutting out usual suppliers in South Africa 
and Indonesia. According to a 2022 report by 
research group XCEPT, coal exports to Pakistan 
likely doubled under the Taleban government and 
earned Afghanistan $160 million in tax-three times 
what the previous administration was capable of. 

But the mining industry relies heavily on child 
labour, with punishingly low pay and the barest 
safety measures. “This has been their strategy 
from day one-to increase revenue no matter what,” 
former deputy commerce and industry minister 
Sulaiman Bin Shah told AFP. 

The Taleban’s lodestar has always been law and 
order-albeit on their ultra-conservative terms-and 
there are signs Kabul’s coffers have benefitted from 
a crackdown on corruption which leeched the US-
backed government for 20 years. 

Afghanistan climbed 24 places up Transparency 
International’s corruption perception ranking last 
year, a rare case of a metric improving for the 
country. “Afghanistan has that capacity, which 
now we are collecting,” said finance ministry 
spokesman Ahmad Wali Haqmal. 

“The main problem was the corruption.” But 
analyst Torek Farhadi sees it another way. “They 
are more effective because people are scared of 
them,” he said. “The Taleban have an iron grip 
on the administration. They have the guns, and 
nobody can steal any money.” 

 
Out of the shadows  

The Taleban’s transition from insurgents to 
bureaucrats is not entirely surprising. During 
their 20-year guerilla war, they established a 

shadow government in many areas they con-
trolled, including courts, regional governors and a 
tax system to fill their war chest. 

Afghanistan’s customs director Abdul Matin 
Saeed once ran shadow toll booths for the insur-
gency in Farah province, bordering Iran, and Balkh, 
bordering Uzbekistan, roving the territory on 
raspy motorbikes to evade capture. 

“We didn’t have complete control over the 
roads... but still we were meeting our ends,” he 
told AFP. This experience was “very handy” when 

the republic fell and he took office in Kabul, he 
says. The government’s ability to raise revenue 
has far-reaching implications. 

The international community has pressured the 
regime over restrictions on women’s rights with 
financial sanctions, but their ability to raise 
domestic revenue grants them greater independ-
ence. It also presents a dilemma for donors-does 
providing humanitarian support free up the 
Taleban administration to pursue discretionary 
aims such as quashing dissent? —AFP 

Afghanistan coffers swell  
as Taleban taxman collects

Cash is changing hands at a dizzying pace

 

China consumer  
inflation drops  
to lowest level  

 
BEIJING: China’s consumer price inflation 
last month fell to its lowest level in a year, 
official data showed Thursday, as the country 
emerged from strict pandemic controls and a 
Lunar New Year spending binge. 

February’s consumer price index (CPI) — 
the main gauge of inflation-rose one percent, 
down from a 2.1 percent annual rise in the 
first month of the year, according to the 
country’s National Bureau of Statistics (NBS). 

The latest f igure is the lowest since 
February 2022. NBS statistician Dong Lijuan 
said the drop was caused by a “decline in 
consumer demand after the holidays as well 
as sufficient supply in the market”. 

While a drop was expected, experts polled 
by Bloomberg ahead of the data’s release had 
predicted the CPI to hit 1.9 percent. Analysts 
say the fall was spurred by falling food prices 
and cautious spending behaviour, despite 
China’s reopening to the world after three 
years of its rigid zero-Covid policy. 

“This casts doubt on the strength of 
domestic demand recovery in the household 
sector,” said Zhang Zhiwei, President of 
Pinpoint Asset Management, adding that it 
also “contradicts” other indicators that a 
strong rebound may be in the works. 

“Nonetheless, the weak CPI inflation opens 
room for the government to launch more 
monetary easing policies,” said Zhang. China 
has been relatively sheltered from soaring 
global prices and the broader economic fall-
out from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. —AFP 

TORKHAM: In this photo taken on February 2, 2023, a customs employee registers a cargo truck driver at the 
Afghanistan-Pakistan Torkham border post, in Nangarhar province. —AFP

In EU, a food  
fight over  
nutrition labels 

 
PARIS: Europe is taking longer than planned to 
concoct an EU-wide food-labelling system after a 
colour-coded scheme created in France did not go 
down well in culinary rival Italy. Fearing that cultural 
icons such as olive oil or Parmesan cheese would get 
bad grades, Italy successfully rallied other European 
Union nations to reject the French system. 

The European Commission was supposed to come 
up by late 2022 with a label aimed at helping con-
sumer make healthier food choices. France’s Nutri-
Score system was initially seen as the front-runner to 
be used across the 27-nation EU. The front-of-pack 
nutrition label has already been adopted by Belgium, 
Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Spain. 
Nutri-Score ranks food products on a green-to-red 
and A-to-E scale based on their nutritional value, 
from containing a good amount of protein or fibre to 
too much salt or saturated fat, but companies are not 
obligated to use the label. 

Some 270 scientists signed a call in March 2021 
urging the European Commission “not to yield to 
pressure groups” and back Nutri-Score, saying it 
was the only label that had undergone peer-reviews 
showing its “effectiveness and relevance to con-
sumers and public health”. 

But the European Commission decided against 
Nutri-Score, with its deputy director-general of 
food susta inabi l i ty, C la i re  Bury, say ing in 
September that i t  would not put on the table 
something that “polarizes the debates”. 

 
‘E’ for cheese  

Italy, Cyprus, Greece, the Czech Republic, 
Romania and Hungary opposed the French system. 
Italian Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni, who took 
office in October, had lambasted such food labels as 
“discriminatory and penalising” for the country’s food 
industry. “An intensive lobbying campaign against this 
tool by commercial interests has regrettably muddied 
the waters and turned a public health debate into a 
political one,” said Emma Calvert, senior food policy 
officer at European consumers group BEUC. 

While the European Commission may still use 
Nutri-Score for inspiration in devising a system, 
it is also looking at other labels. Those include 
the green or black “Keyhole” system in Nordic 
countries and one backed by Italy, NutrInform 
Battery, which takes into account the potential 
portions of food consumed. 

Italy has argued that Nutri-Score is not a good 
reference because it is based on 100 grams or 100 
millilitres of food while certain products such as oil 
and cheese are consumed in smaller quantities. 

Rome worries that labels would be harmful to 
products that are staples of its Mediterranean diet, 
including olive oil, cheese, prosciutto and pizza. 
Italy’s main agriculture association, Coldiretti, has 
said that Nutri-Score ends up “excluding healthy 

and natural foods that have been at the table for 
centuries in favour of artificial products”. 

In France, the makers of the blue cheese Bleu 
d’Auvergne refuse to put the label their product, 
which would get the worst possible grade, a red E, 
for its salt and fat content. “How do you explain that 
Bleu d’Auvergne is classified as E when chips made 
in oil get an A,” said Sebastien Ramade, president of 
the Auvergne cheese association. But 875 brands 
representing 60 percent of the food market in 
France are using Nutri-Score, the system’s founder, 
nutritionist Serge Hercberg told AFP. “Some major 
brands still reject it, but more and more manufactur-
ers are adopting it, some of whom had strongly 
resisted it in the past,” Hercberg said. —AFP 

LuLu Hypermarket 
launches ‘Ramadan 
Special’ promotion 

 
KUWAIT: LuLu Hypermarket, the leading retailer in 
the region and the destination of choice for discern-
ing shoppers, is all set to welcome the holy month of 
Ramadan in a grand manner with the ‘Ramadan 
Special’ promotion that launched on March 8.  

Upcoming weeks will witness the launch of several 
promotions, and special discount offers and deals on 
Ramadan-related items, including on Ramadan foods, 
non-food items, household products, gifts and more.  

Heightening the spirit of the holy season and pro-
viding an attractive backdrop to the ‘Ramadan 
Special ’  promotion are displays of tradit ional 
Ramadan-related items, as well as the traditional 
Ramadan souqs set up in all outlets of the hyper-
market. The Ramadan souqs will be launched with a 
formal opening scheduled at the Al-Qurain outlet of 
the hypermarket on 15 March. 

Many exciting promotional events and one-time 
offers are also planned to be unveiled during the 
month of Ramadan, including special Ramadan-kits 
that carry all necessary Ramadan food items packed 
in a box, and special iftar meals counter that provide 
warm, ready to eat meals for those seeking to break 
the fast without the hassle of cooking. Special gift 
cards are also available at all outlets of the hyper-
market in denominations of KD 10, KD 25 and KD 
50 that can be purchased for presenting to family, 
friends or employees. 

Other major promotions and offers during the 
month of Ramadan include the ‘Dates Festival’ with 
al luring offers on best qual i ty dates;  ‘Big TV 
Majlis’ that offers amazing deals on big-screen tel-
evisions; ‘Ramadan Home Fest’ with special offers 
on various appliances, household items and fur-
nishings; as well as a ‘Ramadan Sweets Treat’ that 
provides special Ramadan sweet delicacies to 
cater to all those with a sweet tooth.  

In addition, there will also be ‘Ramadan Meat 
Market’ offering discounts on the choicest cuts; and 
‘Healthy Ramadan’ celebration that features organic 
foods, superfoods, vegan meals, and ‘free-from’ food 
products for those allergic to certain food items. A 

‘Ramadan Nights’ festival planned for the promotion 
period will further attract shoppers of all ages with 
fun-filled activities and food counters. 

The ‘Ramadan Special’ promotion reiterates LuLu 
Hypermarket’s continued commitment to participate 
in the community’s social and religious events and to 
provide shoppers with a comfortable and safe shop-
ping experience in an unrivaled ambiance, while 
offering high-quality products from around the 
world at exceedingly competitive prices.

NANTES: In this file photo taken on February 28, 2023 a 
nutri-score scales are seen on the packaging of products 
sold at a supermarket in Nantes, western France.  —AFP

Senegalese recyclers  
seek solutions in  
fight against plastic 

 
DAKAR: Discarded containers and bags are an 
eyesore in many towns, while beaches are covered 
by debris-Senegal’s notorious problem of plastic 
pollution is not going away. Fly-tipping is a scourge 
and landfills like the sprawling Mbeubeuss site near 
the capital Dakar are overstretched, with several 
thousand tonnes of detritus dumped daily, polluting 
the ground and water. 

For young Senegalese entrepreneurs keen on 
cleaning up their country and turning a profit in the 
process, enthusiasm is not lacking-but technology, 
funding and public awareness are. President Macky 

Sall has proposed turning Senegal into a “zero waste” 
nation and banned single-use plastics in 2020. 

But after decades of chaotic management in deal-
ing with the problems, activists see negligible 
progress. “The law is still not applied and alternative 
solutions are not put forward,” said Aisha Conte, 
head of the country’s zero-waste association. 

 
Recycling up close  

Onboard a ship that recently docked at Dakar, 
Baptiste Lomenech walked a group of entrepreneurs 
through some basics in plastic recycling. He’s a 
crewmember with Plastic Odyssey, a three-year 
around-the-world floating initiative that showcases 
expertise and equipment to would-be recyclers living 
in countries struggling with major plastic pollution. 

The Senegalese visitors were given a tour of the 
recycling process from start to finish-from shred-
ding and washing old plastic, drying it in a cen-
trifuge and finally heating it to a molten state and 

extruding it, so that it can then be moulded into into 
a new product. The idea is to introduce machinery 
that is simple to use, easy to acquire and unhin-
dered by patent protection. The 20-odd crew mem-
bers demonstrate the techniques and share their 
knowledge and experience with the visitors, who 
are all involved in local waste projects. The ques-
tions flowed. How long is the cooling process? How 
much does it cost? Can you increase the density? 

“I’ve broadened my scope and my thinking by 
coming here. I’ve seen that it’s doable to instal recy-
cling machines that don’t cost a lot,” said Boubacar 
Diakhite from a company called Defaratt, based in 
the northern city of Gandiol. 

“We knew we had the ability to do it but we 
didn’t know how to do it,” he told AFP. Twenty-nine-
year-old Lenora Hamon said she was planning to 
launch a plastic recycling site in southern 
Casamance with the Nio Far association. “Ideas? It’s 
given me about 100 a minute,” she raved. —AFP 

China issues sharp  
rebuke of Dutch chips  
tech export curb 

 
BEIJING: China said Thursday it “firmly oppos-
es” a decision by the Netherlands to implement 
new restrictions on the export of semiconductor 
production equipment, calling it the result of “bul-
lying and hegemony” by the West. 

The Netherlands, Europe’s premier maker of the 
machines used to manufacture microchips, has been 
pushed by Washington to impose curbs similar to 
those announced by US authorities last year. The 
export curb, revealed in a letter by Dutch Foreign 
Trade Minister Liesje Schreinemacher in a letter to 
parliament on Wednesday, comes less than two 
months after the country’s Prime Minister Mark 
Rutte discussed the issue with US President Joe 
Biden during a visit to Washington. Chinese foreign 
spokesperson told a press briefing Thursday that “a 
certain country has overextended the concept of 
national security, politicising and instrumentalising 
economic, trade and technological issues” in recent 
years-an apparent reference to the US. 

This is done “in order to deprive China of its 
development rights and maintain its own hegemo-
ny”, she said. “Even at the expense of the inter-
ests of its allies, (a certain country) has coerced 
and induced some countries to impose export 
restrictions on China. —AFP 


